Luxedo

L

Scented Purifying Treatment for Evaporators and Surfaces - Disinfectant registered in Germany (N° 69541)
Product Description
Luxedo is a scented purifying cleaner for evaporators and surfaces designed to remove
germs and bacteria granting a deep level of cleaning.
Its fast and effective purifying action is the best solution for home, car and offices daily
cleaning and for ordinary maintenance of indoor A/C units. It is a regenerative treatment
as it removes also organic residues and dirt which has been accumulated over the years,
slowing down their reappearance. Luxedo rimoves allergens (from dust mites, dogs, cats,
pollens) on hard and non-porous surfaces. It doesn't leave aggressive chemical residues
on surfaces and grants a deep sanityzing action with a simple gesture. It's not aggressive
for the surfaces and the operator. It's ready to use and acts in just 5 minutes. No rinse
required. Luxedo is suitable for HACCP plan. It removes unpleasant smell releasing a fresh
clean scent.

Features

--  For evaporators and surfaces.
--  It removes germs, bacteria and allergens.
--  It removes organic residues, dirt and grease.
-- Disinfectant registered in Germany (N° 69541)

--  Ready to use.
--  No rinse.
--  Scented.

Evaporator application

1.
2.
3.
4.

Turn off the system.
Apply the product on the surface to treat.
Wait for 5 minutes to allow the cleaner to performe.
If needed, dry with soft cloth.
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Surfaces application

1. Apply the product on the surface to treat.
2. Wait for 5 minutes to allow the cleaner to performe.
3. If needed, dry with soft cloth.
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Packaging available
Art.-Nr.

Packaging

AB1073.K.01

AB1073.P.01

AB1073.D.01

Ready to use

Ready to use

Ready to use

6

2

1

25,5 x 17 x 33,5

29,5 x 19,5 x 28

28 x 25,5 x 34

570

168

48

1L bottle with trigger

Dilution
Pieces per packaging
Packaging
(L x H x D cm)
Pieces per pallet
(80 x 120 x H 200cm)

5 L Tank

10 L Tank

Hazard statements

Triggers, bottles and tanks are made on plastic, 100%
recycling.

Warning
Hazard statements: H319 Causes serious eye irritation.
Precautionary statements: P264 Wash hands thoroughly after handling. P280 Wear protective gloves/protective clothing/eye
protection/face protection. P305+P351+P338 IF IN EYES: Rinse cautiously with water for several minutes. Remove contact lenses,
if present and easy to do. Continue rinsing. P337+P313 If eye irritation persists: Get medical advice/attention.
Contents: 1,2-benzisothiazolin-3-one: May produce an allergic reaction.
Professional usage product: wear the appropriate protective uniform. Read the instructions on the label carefully.
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